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**Technical Services Workflows: A Comparison of Two Academic Libraries**

by Susan Mueller (Head, Technical Services, Associate Professor, University of Idaho Library, Moscow, ID 83844-2350; Phone: 208-885-7955) <smueller@uidaho.edu>

Technical services work is often thought to be routine. Materials are ordered, received, cataloged, labeled and shelved. Although there are some slight variations due to format, it is a given that these activities take place. If one works in only one library, it is easy to assume that every library performs technical services work the same way, but this isn’t necessarily true. Having worked in a variety of library settings, of which two were academic libraries of approximately the same size, the author has observed a variety of differences between the two technical services departments. As the head of each department, the author could have implemented the same workflow in each department, but circumstances in each library lent themselves to different workflows. The implementation of different workflows between these two libraries is especially surprising considering that each library uses the same integrated library system (ILS), Ex Libris’ Voyager. Through experience the author has learned that what may work in one library may not meet the needs of another library. What may seem like ease of use to some in one library may be a difficult and cumbersome routine in another library.

The following two workflows demonstrate the differences and similarities of two libraries that have much in common yet choose to operate differently to perform technical services functions.

Both of the libraries are in state mandated universities that enroll between 11,000-13,000 students, have a comparable faculty size of approximately 800, and a staff size of 1300-1500 people. Both of their materials budgets are $2 million plus. Both universities were established at about the same time, in the late 1880s-early 1890s and offer doctorate level programs.

The differences between the two include the fact that Library A uses the Dewey Decimal classification system, while Library B uses the Library of Congress classification system. Library A has a tradition of faculty selection for developing the library collection, while Library B relies solely on librarian selectors for collection development. Technologically, both libraries moved to a new system at about the same time in the late 1990s and early 2000s and both chose Ex Libris’ Voyager. In addition, both of the libraries’ institutions use Banner modules for accounting and student records, both libraries were members of the WLN library network until it merged with OCLC and finally, both libraries are in the Pacific Northwest.

Based on their similarities, shouldn’t these two libraries’ technical services units process materials in similar fashion? The answer, not surprisingly, is yes and no. Both libraries acquire materials in a variety of formats. Library A has a history of a strong library-centered instructional media collection, while Library B has just begun collecting heavily in DVDs and CDs. Both have robust serials collections, collect monographs, and have special collections and archives. Library B has chosen to withdraw older material heavily while Library A does not.

As mentioned earlier, both libraries use the ILS Voyager. Both libraries have the basic modules of Acquisitions, Cataloging, and Circulation. In addition, Library A, with the large media collection, also uses the Media Scheduling module which Library B does not utilize. Although they have many of the same modules, each library handles the ILS differently. Library A is part of a small consortium that includes 2 two-year program institutions, a four-year institution, a tribal college, the university’s law library, and a hospital library. Library A houses its ILS on site and has two full time employees dedicated to maintaining the system. Library B is also part of a consortium that includes 2 two-year institutions and the university’s law library. However, the server is in a separate state 100 miles away and administered by a larger consortium that services over 90 libraries.

The following could also be major factors in how the system is used. Though both institutions are flagship institutions within each of their consortiums, only Library A has that institution as its primary focus and only has the one consortium to manage. The management of the system for Library B is only one of several different consortiums that they manage.

What impact do all of these variables have on the library’s technical services operation? Why do the libraries operate differently? There are the usual types of answers, most having to do with people. Who was or wasn’t at each library during various critical moments is the usual response when asked about the reason for an existing workflow. Sometimes it has to do with who was the leader, but often it also has to do with who had the knowledge base and how was it used. This isn’t always a leadership issue. A leader may have all the good intentions in the world, but with the wrong mix of people to carry out the tasks, it becomes much more difficult to accomplish. Traditions are also an element that is often difficult to overcome.

Variations of people, collections and traditions make libraries fun and challenging workplaces, but they also make developing standardized functional workflows very difficult. With these two very different selection environments two very different acquisitions departments developed despite the aforementioned similarities between the two libraries. Library B developed and maintained itself as solely an acquisitions department. It was not responsible for cataloging, holdings work, or end processing. It only needed to work with selectors and pass the materials on to the next area for processing. This environment continued until a few years ago when the head of the copy cataloging department retired. At that time, the acquisitions and copy cataloging departments merged under one supervisor. After the merger under one supervisor, the departments’ activities remained very separate. Only the supervisor did work in both areas.

Currently the activities employed by this library with the acquisitions module of the Voyager system are very limited. The employees continue to use a manual system as much as possible.

In contrast, Library A has had a merged department for close to two decades. There is one supervisor over both acquisitions and copy cataloging like in Library B, but the staff members in this library integrated their processes fully, with everyone ordering, receiving, and cataloging. Library A makes extensive use of the acquisitions module of the Voyager system.

Library A had a systems librarian as the administrator for the formative years of the ILS development. As a result it was able to concentrate on the various advantages and disadvantages more thoroughly than Library B since Library B was dependent on the outside management of the system. Library A focused on training and problem solving internally, while Library B was only one of the many libraries needing training and problem solving. With the dispersal of focus, it is easy to see that Library B did not feel as invested in the system as did Library A.

So, just because we see a difference in the use of the system and the management of the system does it signify that there is a problem? It does indicate that there may be a problem with the system if Library B can justify its lack of use based on problems with the system itself. The duplication of effort performed by the accounting technician to maintain both a university-wide finance system and a library based accounting system is a problem expressed by many academic institutions. Library B has also identified another problem with the ILS. A bibliographic record attached to an acquisitions record cannot be deleted when it is no longer relevant. Though it is a safeguard to block deletion of records that have account...
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ing information associated with it, there are timeframes within which this would be quite acceptable, yet the system does not allow for this variance. Because Library B removes a large number of items from its collection, the retention of a large number of records in the catalog is more problematic to them than to Library A. Library A chooses to suppress the records from public view and work around the existence of them in the catalog. Library B chose to not use that part of the system that locks the bibliographic record to the acquisitions record. Library A identified both of these problems, but it chose to continue to use the system and find a way to get around the problems within the system itself.

Library B has chosen to take the path of least resistance when managing its workflow in relation to use of the ILS. Conversely, Library A has chosen to use the ILS to its fullest capacity and create work-arounds to allow for it. One reason for the difference in level of use is that Library A had the personnel to work on these alternative workflows while Library B did not. Another incentive for Library A to use the system to full capacity was the desire of library staff and administrators to do so. Perhaps if and when Library B chooses to follow this path it will make the same decision.

Taking all these variations together, the workflow for processing monographs in Library A functions in the following manner:

1. Materials requests come in from a wide variety of individuals. Detailed funds and ledgers allow retrieval of reports associated with the various individuals and accounts. Thorough searching in the ILS, paying extra attention to the status of the bibliographic record (such as withdrawn), eliminates duplicates. However, withdrawn materials records remain in the catalog, suppressed in the public view, but not in the staff view. When withdrawn, the holding record is marked with a withdrawn location code. This assists the staff member when determining whether an item is a duplicate in the library’s collection.

2. Acquisitions/Cataloging staff members create orders on the ILS. Order forms or electronic orders generated by the ILS go directly to the vendors. Tracking of funds happens in both the ILS and the university bursar’s office. An accounting technician in the library’s administrative office reconciles accounting. The library uses EDI for both orders and invoices. Staff members download bibliographic records from OCLC and attach them to acquisitions records.

3. A library staff member receives the materials and records the invoices on the ILS. Some vendors use EDI and the invoices automatically download into the ILS. Student workers do processing steps that include property stamping and security stripping at this time.

4. As part of the receipt process, a staff member reviews the bibliographic record for cataloging purposes. Only those materials needing original cataloging go to the catalog librarians. Staff members assign call numbers and upgrade the record if necessary. All material has its holding record created at this time, which includes affixing the barcodes.

5. As a last step, students workers generate spine labels using the information in the ILS and affix them.

Library B has a different workflow.

1. A limited number of individuals requests materials. Teaching faculty go through the librarians to place orders. Funds and ledgers reflect the appropriate departmental designation. Staff members use the acquisitions module in a limited fashion. Thorough searching in the ILS eliminates duplicates, but since the withdrawn records are removed from the catalog at the time of withdrawal any duplicates found are truly that, duplicates.

2. Acquisitions staff members create orders on the ILS. Staff members do not fully process orders in the ILS. Instead they search for the material on the vendor’s Websites and enter ordering information on the ILS after ordering directly with the vendor. The library chooses not to use the ILS to encumber funds. Actual fund balances are available only from the accounting technician in the library’s administrative office. Acquisitions staff download bibliographic records from OCLC and attached them to the acquisitions record.
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3. The receiving function within the ILS is not used. Acquisitions staff members do go into the order record and change the purchase amount to reflect the invoice, as well as make a notation to indicate receipt of an invoice. Received material moves to a separate area for copy cataloging.

4. Copy catalogers review the record in the ILS, search for the record again in OCLC, make minor corrections, and add the holdings data. Catalog librarians receive material that has no call number or has a low level record that needs upgrading. All material needing original cataloging goes to the catalog librarians. The copy catalogers assign the barcode and affix it.

5. Using the information in the ILS, staff members in a separate marking unit generate spine labels and affix them as part of the end processing. Finally, the same staff members handle property stamping and security stripping at this time.

Serials workflows are not as disparate. Both libraries use the acquisitions module fully. Both libraries use the same serials vendor, EBSCO and place the majority of the orders through this vendor. As mentioned earlier, Library A has embraced the technology more fully, which is evidenced in their invoicing methods. They place orders on the ILS, receive issues on the ILS and process claims on the ILS. The library receives invoices using EDI. Library B places orders on the ILS and receives issues on the ILS. The serials/periodicals technician continues to claim issues manually, as it does invoicing. However, Library B is investigating the use of EDI with serials.

The choices made by each library cannot be judged right or wrong, good or bad. Each library, though faced with many of the same situations as the other, chose a different path that suited the needs of the library at the time. The use of technology introduced in the form of an ILS influenced the choices made. As more and more technological advances are made, there is a thought that this might engender greater uniformity. However, as demonstrated by these two institutions, it is just as likely that there may be more diversity of implementation rather than less.

Library A has committed itself to using the system more fully. This can be a burden as well as a benefit. It puts a greater onus on the library staff to use the system in the most complete way possible. This may put them into a position of using a process that is cumbersome in the long run, but may be difficult to extract oneself from in the future. This is especially noticeable in the use of the many funds and ledgers used by Library A to track every transaction and item in the library. On the flip side, Library A is allowing as much work as possible to be done in a way that frees personnel to do other things. Staff within Library A are proud to use the system to its fullest extent, but recognize that they are making adjustments to do so.

Library B believes it is being more efficient when they don’t employ work-arounds. They view their workflow as being more flexible, because they are not locked into the system as thoroughly as Library A. At the same time, Library B acknowledges that it doesn’t have as much data available electronically to use for reports and tracking transactions.

There is discussion at each library to change the level of use of the acquisitions module. Library B wants to use more of the capabilities of the system as soon as it is upgraded to allow for the detachment of records within the system. Library A’s discussion centers around foregoing some of the features, such as the detailed ledgers, because the work-around are too cumbersome. At some time in the future there may be a point in which both libraries are using the system in a very similar way.